
Karen Lehner, Made To Order
Doe-eyed, delicious
Sated and vicious
Classic and trendy
Versace'd and fendi'd
Petite , so tall
Lion -maned, bald
Matted, dewy
Hard tack and chewy

There's a girl on the corner
I saw in the mirror
She's a vision of someone else
That should have been clearer
Just a polaroid bambi
Caught in headlights of fashion
She is in today
But she is next season's has-been
A cultural canvas for critical fodder
A woman today
Made to order

She learned as a young girl
Everywhere all around her
She'd be lost and so alone
Til the in fashion found her
With a mind of her making
That's what somebody told her
And she'll make her way
Down the road that they've showed her
Perpetual mattress- she'll never gets older
A woman today
Made to order
Made to order

Simple is sexy
Outrageous is in
You take the razor the laser
To the child that's within

It's tits up, lips pout
Filled in, sucked out
Graded and shaded
Anorexic, inflated
Made to order

And it's oh so lyrical
Don't go changing, no don't go changing
To thine own self be critical
I'll love you just the way you aren't

If your look is your statement
Well it'll do all your talking
Perched high on stilettos
Will just keep you from walking
But get into the ranks and
Cross the wannabe border
If it's all you can be
Then be made to order

Where simple is sexy
Outrageous is in
Take the laser and razor
To the child that's within



It's tits up, lips pout
Filled in , sucked out
Graded, shaded
Anorexic, inflated
Made to order

Doe-eyed, delicious
Sated and vicious
Classic and trendy
Versace'd and fendi'd
Petite , so tall
Lion -maned, bald
Matted and dewy
Hard tack and chewy
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